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The Obernewtyn Chronicles #8: The
Waking Dragon
What if angels not only walked among us - but were
our celebrities? What if they saved people for money?
That's the reality in Angel City, where hot young
Jackson Godspeed is the angel everyone's dying to
date. Everyone except for Madison Montgomery, that
is. She's too busy studying and waitressing to pay
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attention to the gossip blogs. Then Jackson tumbles
into the diner where she works, and they forge an
instant, unforgettable connection. But as Maddy is
reluctantly drawn into Jackson's glamorous world,
Jackson fears he's exposing her to more than just the
paparazzi. A serial killer is murdering one angel at a
time. Not only could Jackson be next - but it seems
the killer's got sights set on Maddy

The Sending
In this last part of their long journey, Bily and Zluty
must each travel to the dangerous Velvet City, where
they will learn the shocking truth about themselves . .
. even as their beloved Monster faces the fate he fled.
A thrilling series for younger readers from the awardwinning author of Little Fur and The Obernewtyn
Chronicles.

The Third Witch
Since their takeover of Obernewtyn, Elspeth and the
Misfits have been preparing for the inevitable
confrontation with the Council - developing their
forbidden mental abilities so they are ready for battle.
But in the midst of plans to rescue a powerful Misfit, it
is foreseen by a futureteller that the fate of
Obernewytn is inextricably bound up with their quest.
Led by Elspeth, whose extraordinary powers set her
apart from her Misfit friends, the expedition sets out
on its danger-filled task.

Ashling
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Faced with the mysterious hatred of a boy at school,
and afraid that her strange, silent uncle will vanish
again before he is reunited with her sick mother, Rage
Winnoway longs to return to the land of Valley. One
night she manages to dream-travel to Valley, only to
find it is being destroyed by a cruel, enchanted winter
flowing through a gateway from another world. To
save Valley, and her own world, Rage must travel to
the unknown land beyond the Winter Door. But both
the powerful wizard who created Valley and the
courageous Lady Elle have already passed through it,
and vanished . . .

A Mystery of Wolves
Darksongis the second in the parallel world trilogy,
The Legendsong Saga, which began withDarkfall. The
third and final book in the series will beDarkbane.
These are the signs by which the Unraveller shall be
known: Half-blind yet seeing all, marked by visioning
yet without Darkfall mark, who lives yet sings the
death song, who is born yet is not of the Song of
Making, who is gifted from the Great Waters, who is
crowned in bright flame . . . Legendsong of the
Unykorn. After crossing to the troubled world of
Keltor, Ember learns that her twin sister also crossed,
and is in great danger. She must find Glynn and warn
her before it is too late.

Wavesong
Elspeth leads a party of Misfits away from
Obernewtyn to rescue a powerful telepath, infiltrate
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the leading council and the powerful Herder priests,
and locate a legendary beforetimes library. Reissue.

The Stone Key
When Little Fur's feline friend Ginger goes missing,
the tiny, half elf, half troll healer undertakes an
adventure that sets her on a collision course with a
secret order of wolves.

Sunny and the Mysteries of Osisi
Since their takeover of Obernewtyn, the secret
community of Misfits has flourished, protected by
their remoteness. Led by Elspeth Gordie, whose
extraordinary powers set her apart even among her
Misfit friends, an expedition sets out to rescue a
powerful Misfit in a distant part of the Land. Only she
knows the enormity of their task. But for her is yet
another challenge as she must fulfil her vow to find
and dismantle the dormant deathweapons left by the
Beforetimers.

Obernewtyn
*A brand new collection of short stories from the
incredible Sir Terry Pratchett!* Imagination is an
amazing thing. It can take you to the top of the
highest mountain, or down to the bottom of the
deepest depths of the sea. This is where it took
Doggins on his Awfully Big Adventure: a quest full of
magic and flying machines. (And the world's best joke
- trust me, it's hilarious.) It took three young inventors
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to the moon (where they may or may not have left a
bottle of lemonade) and a caveman on a trip to the
dentist. You can join them on these adventures, and
many more, in this incredible collection of stories . . .
From the greatest imagination there ever was.
Written for local newspapers when Terry Pratchett
was a young lad, these never previously published
stories are packed full of anarchic humour and
wonderful wit. A must-have for Terry fans . . . and
young readers looking for a fix of magic.

The Dreamtrails: The Obernewtyn
Chronicles
Since their takeover of Obernewtyn, the secret
community of Misfits has flourished, protected by
their remoteness. In the midst of plans to rescue a
powerful Misfit in a distant part of the Land, it is
foreseen by a futureteller that the fate of Obernewtyn
is inextricably bound up in their quest.

A Fox Called Sorrow
With the end of the wintertime that isolates
Obernewtyn from the rest of the world, Farseeker
guildmistress Elspeth Gordie again sets out for the
lowlands. But she soon finds that not everyone
welcomes the changes brought about by the
rebellion. There is a traitor among the rebels—a
traitor whose hatred of Misfits puts Elspeth in danger
as she attempts to thwart an invasion of fanatical
Herders.
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The Farseekers
THE OBERNEWTYN CHRONICLES – BOOK SIX It came
to me then, like a chilly draught from an unseen gap,
that I had always known in my deepest heart that it
would be like this, a slipping away from a life full of
people I had come to love, in a place I had helped to
shape, in a land I had helped to free. The time has
come at last for Elspeth Gordie to leave the Land on
her quest to find and stop the computermachine
Sentinel from unleashing the deadly Balance of Terror
arsenal. But before she can embark on her journey,
she must find a lost key. And although she has long
prepared for this day, nothing is as she anticipated.
Elspeth's search will take her where she never
thought to go, and bestow upon her stranger
companions than any she ever imagined. It will lead
her far from her destination to those she believed lost
forever. And it will test her, as she has never been
tested before . . .

Immortal City
A strange, mind-numbing fog shrouds Quentaris and a
cat that is more than it seems enters the city. It is a
dangerous time in Quentaris. Before it is over, the city
and its magical rift caves will face destruction. It is up
to Igorik and the girl who visits him in his dreams to
do all they can to save Quentaris and its inhabitants
The Quentaris Chronicles is a collection of stand-alone
fantasy books from some of Australia's finest authors.
Each book is independent, but all are set in the
magical fantasy city of Quentaris, a place created by
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series editors Michael Pryor and Paul Collins. Read
them all! For more information visit
www.quentaris.com

The Kingdom of the Lost Book 2: The
Cloud Road
On a dangerous quest to the troll city of Underth, the
healer, Little Fur, is mystified by a new companion--a
scarred and angry fox whose strong spirit keeps him
alive despite his wish to die.

Obernewtyn
Once shunned as a Misfit for the powers that set her
apart, Elspeth Gordie has finally found happiness and
love. But when she receives the long-awaited
summons to begin her final quest, she must slip out in
the night and leave all that she loves behind without
saying a single goodbye. Elspeth sets off across the
toxic Blacklands with the help of a pack of mutant
wolves to find the ancient weapons that once loosed
chaos and death upon the world. Those weapons have
begun to stir. . . . From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Winter Door
Kendra and Seth race to claim a talisman that could
help them in their quest to protect the world from
total dragon domination in this second novel of the
New York Times bestselling sequel series to
Fablehaven from author Brandon Mull. War has come
to the dragon sanctuaries of the world, and the
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danger is most intense at Wyrmroost. After a
humiliating defeat at the hands of Kendra and Seth,
Celebrant, King of Dragons, prepares to unleash his
fury and take control of his native preserve. Armed
with information from a new ally—Ronodin, the dark
unicorn—Celebrant seeks a legendary talisman—the
dominion stone. However, the powerful stone is
protected by a cursed castle. Upon entering the castle
fortress, an unyielding power strips all magical beings
of their power and forces Celebrant to take his human
avatar form. Kendra and Seth must enter the cursed
castle as well. The race is on. Will the two young
caretakers rally enough support from the creatures of
Wyrmroost against the greatest threat the magical
community has faced in ages? Can they foil
Celebrant’s plan and beat him to the mighty dominion
stone? Or will all hope be shattered by the wrath of
the Dragon King?

The Time-travelling Caveman
The eighth book in the epic series the Obernewtyn
Chronicles is full of romance, action, and suspense.
Fans of George R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones series
will rejoice to see such a breathtakingly elaborate YA
fantasy series! After years spent struggling to balance
her desires with her responsibilities, Elspeth Gordie
has fully embraced her role as the Seeker. Battlescarred and haunted by memories of her beloved
Rushton, she must continue her final quest to find and
stop the computermachine Sentinel from unleashing
the deadly Balance of Terror arsenal. But although
she has long prepared for this day, nothing is as she
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anticipated. Elspeth’s search will take her where she
never thought to go, and give her stranger
companions than any she ever imagined. And it will
test her, as she has never been tested before. Awardwinning author Isobelle Carmody continues the story
of Elspeth Gordie, a heroine in the vein of Tamora
Pierce’s most memorable and empowering
characters. “A major work of fantastic imagination.”
—Lloyd Alexander, winner of the Hans Christian
Andersen Award

Story's End
In this gripping thriller from one of Australia's leading
writers, four troubled young people and a ghost battle
evil forces taking over their town.

The Farseekers
In the third volume of the Obernewtyn Chronicles,
Elspeth Gordie risks her life to seal an alliance
between the secret Misfit community at Obernewtyn
and rebel forces hiding out in the capital and to
uncover the truth about how and why the
Beforetimers destroyed their world. Reprint.

Ashling
in the two years since its takeover of Obernewtyn, the
secret community of Misfits has flourished. Protected
by their remoteness, Elspeth Gordie and her allies
have worked hard to develop their forbidden mental
abilities—all in preparation for their inevitable
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confrontation with the totalitarian Council. And though
their training is far from complete, the Misfits can no
longer stay hidden when they learn of the existence
of a new Talent—one whose power may eclipse
anything they have seen before. From the Paperback
edition.

The Farseekers
In a world struggling back from the brink of
apocalypse, life is harsh. And for Elspeth Gordie, it is
also dangerous. That's because Elspeth has a secret:
she is a Misfit, born with mysterious mental abilities
that she must keep hidden under threat of death. And
her worries only multiply when she is exiled to the
mountain compound known as Obernewtyn,
where—for all her talents—Elspeth may finally and
truly be out of her depth. Then she learns she’s not
the only one concealing secrets at Obernewtyn.

A Prince Among Killers
Omnibus Books Suit Middle primary.

The Red Queen
When a Misfit is kidnapped, Elspeth finds she has little
choice but to join the growing rebellion against the
Council. Her extraordinary mental powers could tip
the scales of the struggle, but Elspeth feels torn
between toppling the corrupt authoritarian regime
and seeking clues vital to a more personal quest—her
ambition to destroy what remains of the Beforetime
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weaponmachines. From the Paperback edition.

Wildheart
The adventures of two teenaged cousins who live in a
place called the Floating Islands, one of whom is
studying to become a mage and the other one of the
legendary island flyers.

The Gathering
Are Alyzon’s new abilities a blessing . . . or a curse?
Alyzon Whitestarr doesn't take after her musically
talented father or her nocturnal, artistic mother. In
fact, she’s the most normal member of a very
eccentric family . . . until the day that an accident
leaves her more unique than she ever could have
dreamed. Suddenly colors are more vibrant to Alyzon;
her memory is flawless; but strangest of all is Alyzon’s
sense of smell. Her best friend smells of a comforting
sea breeze. She registers her father’s contentment as
the sweet scent of caramelized sugar. But why does
the cutest guy in school smell so rancid? With
Alyzon’s extrasensory perception comes intrigue and
danger, as she becomes aware of the dark secrets
and hidden ambitions that threaten her family. In the
end, being different might be less of a blessing than a
curse. . . . From the Hardcover edition.

The Keeping Place
Australia has been a frequent choice of location for
narratives about the end of the world in science
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fiction and speculative works, ranging from precolonial apocalyptic maps to key literary works from
the last fifty years. This critical work explores the role
of Australia in both apocalyptic literature and film.
Works and genres covered include Nevil Shute’s
popular novel On the Beach, Mad Max, children’s
literature, Indigenous writing, and cyberpunk. The
text examines ways in which apocalypse is used to
undermine complacency, foretell environmental
disasters, critique colonization, and to serve as a
means of protest for minority groups. Australian
apocalypse imagines Australia at the ends of the
world, geographically and psychologically, but also
proposes spaces of hope for the future.

The Farseekers
The story of a lonesome young insomniac and how his
nightmares become reality.

The Cat Dreamer
The second book in The Kingdom of the Lost series.
Adventure and danger follow Bily, Zluty, Redwing and
the Monster as they cross a desert and journey
through high stony mountains in search of a new
home. A magical new series for younger readers from
the award-wining author of Little Fur.

Athena the Proud
When one of their number is kidnapped, Elspeth and
the Misfits are forced to use their extraordinary mind
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powers to help the rebels in their struggle to
overthrow the oppressive Council. But Elspeth has
another problem to solve - she is still on her quest to
destroy the Beforetime weaponmachines. To find a
clue hidden deep in the past, Elspeth must travel the
Dreamtrails, but her journeys are fraught with danger
as she battles a terrifying winged beast intent on
destroying her. Gradually Elspeth realises that her
quest will take her back to Obernewytn, and it is here,
in its past, as well as its future, that the answers lie.

The Keeping Place
The conclusion of the Little Fur quartet! When Little
Fur loses touch with the flow of earth magic, she
knows that she must regain it, whatever it takes. A
visit to the prophetic Sett Owl makes it clear that
Little Fur has to embark on the most dangerous of all
her adventures and follow the dreams of a lemur.
Accompanied by new companions including the
lemur, a horde of lemmings, and a panther, Little Fur
leaves the human city and sets out across the great
salten sea. What Little Fur discovers about the past
and the future on this most dangerous, yet most
personal and rewarding journey, makes for an
exciting and moving conclusion to this eco-fantasy
quartet. Isobelle Carmody, one of Australia’s most
popular fantasy authors, continues to charm readers
with Little Fur—a heroine who never ceases to
surprise us with her determination and sensitivity.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Farseekers: The Obernewtyn
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Chronicles Volume 2
Athena wants to upgrade a labyrinth for King Minos,
but her approach causes problems in this Goddess
Girls adventure. Athena’s arrogance gets the best of
her when her attempts to improve King Minos’s
labyrinth have unexpected—and disastrous—results!

The Floating Islands
Presents an omnibus edition of books five and six in
the dystopian fantasy, in which Elspeth Gordie is
drawn into the heart of her enemies and uncovers a
devastating plot brewing.

The Obernewtyn Chronicles #7: The
Sending
As head of Obernewtyn’s Farseeker guild, Elspeth
Gordie must travel to the lowlands to seal an alliance
between Obernewtyn and the rebel forces that
oppose the totalitarian Council. Yet her dreams call to
her with an altogether different purpose: Elspeth must
destroy what remains of the weapons that brought
unimaginable chaos, death, and mutation to her
world. Leaving the relative safety of the mountains,
Elspeth embarks on a journey that takes her across
the sea and into the heart of the mysterious desert
region of Sador.

The Kingdom of the Lost Book 4: The
Velvet City
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Determined to see her son Henry on the throne of
England, pious Margaret Beaufort arranges politically
advantageous marriages, sends her son out of the
country for his safety, and lays secret plans for a
battle between the houses of York and Lancaster.

Wrath of the Dragon King
In this second half of the Oathbreaker story, Aron, the
apprentice to the assassin's guild, his master,
Stormbreaker, his teacher Dari, and his mysterious
acquaintence, Nic, join their formidable talents of
mind and body as they battle the leaders who want to
destroy their land. Whether Nic can take his rightful
place as the king of Eyrie, whether anyone can win
Dari's heart, and whether Aron can control his own
strengths for the good of all are just some of the
mysteries that will be solved as this story comes to its
violent and thrilling conclusion.

Darksong: Book Two of the Legendsong
Friend becomes foe and trust is a thing of the past
when the Misfits' most relentless enemy, on the cusp
of ultimate revenge, turns Elspeth's world upside
down. Before it's too late, Elspeth must rescue a
former ally whose mind and body have been
manipulated to unleash a plague that will destroy all
it touches.

Apocalypse in Australian Fiction and Film
Enter the magical land of Story in this sequel to
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Storybound, perfect for fans of Inkheart, The School
for Good and Evil, and classic fantasy tales like Ella
Enchanted and The Neverending Story. Kids who love
fairy tales, dragons, magic, and more will be
enchanted by Una Fairchild's unforgettable adventure
in Story's End. Story is a land of dashing Heroes,
dastardly Villains, and epic quests—and once upon a
time, a noble King. But the King vanished so long ago
that even the memory of him is lost. Now a cruel
Enemy plots to rewrite Story's future, and an ordinary
girl named Una Fairchild may be the only one who can
stop him. As Una and her friends Peter and Indy race
to defeat the Enemy, their quest will take them deep
into the secrets of Story's past . . . and Una's own
mysterious ties to this fairy-tale kingdom and its longforgotten King. Discover the richly imagined world,
spirited cast of storybook characters, and timeless
appeal of Story's End, which closes the book on Una's
adventure "with an all-out bang" (ALA Booklist).

Alyzon Whitestarr
Rebecca Reisert's mesmerizing first novel re-imagines
Macbeth, Shakespeare's classic tragedy of power and
madness, through the eyes of a mysterious young
woman on a dangerous quest for vengeance. For the
girl called Gilly, life in the wilds of Birnam Wood is
little more than a desperate struggle for survival.
Seven long years have passed since she was first
taken in and sheltered by Nettle and Mad Helga, the
hut-dwelling wise-women whose inscrutable powers of
alchemy and prophecy are feared and reviled
throughout good King Duncan's kingdom. Living under
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the threat of deadly persecution by witch-hunting
villagers, the threesome ekes out a life by peddling
potions and elixirs, scavenging for food, and robbing
the bloodied corpses of Scotland's battle-scarred hills
for precious metals and weapons. But Gilly is haunted
by recollections of a much brighter life. She clings to
fading memories of a time when she was contented
and adored -- until tragedy swept all that happiness
away and young Gilly's life was changed forever. I
have made my life an arrow, and His heart is my
home. I have made my heart a blade, and His heart is
my sheath.Obsessed with avenging her loss and
putting out the fire that still rages in her heart, Gilly
has dedicated herself to destroying Macbeth, the
boundlessly ambitious man who took away her
childhood, and his goading wife. Disguising herself as
a poor servant boy, she insinuates herself into their
lives and, as she bears horrified witness to Macbeth's
violent path to power, Gilly subtly begins to take a
hand in the forces governing his fate. But as the
culmination of her revenge draws near, Gilly finds her
own life at risk when she confronts the troubling
legacy of a long-concealed heritage. The Third Witch
is a brilliantly imagined, wonderfully satisfying novel.
In a riveting story of ruthlessness and revenge, debut
author Rebecca Reisert demonstrates a profound
understanding of the Bard's timeless drama -- and of
the real-life Macbeth upon whom Shakespeare's
incarnation is modeled.

Dreamwalker
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Little Fur #4: Riddle of Green
In a world struggling back from the brink of
apocalypse, life is harsh. But for Elspeth Gordie, born
with enhanced mental abilities, it is also dangerous.
Survival is only by secrecy and so she determines
never to use her forbidden powers. But it is as if they
have their own imperative and she is brought to the
attention of the totalitarian Council that rules the
Land. Banished to the remote mountain institution of
Obernewtyn, she must throw off her cloak of
concealment and pit herself against those that would
resurrect the terrible forces of the apocalypse. Only
then will she learn most truly who and what she is . . .
Elspeth is determined to uncover the plot and so,
accompanied only by her cat, Maruman, embarks on a
terrible adventure full of danger, the conclusion to
which promises not just uncertainty about her safety
but also that of many around her.
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